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Figure S1. (a), (b) TEM images of microstructures of 10 mol/L-KOH treated Ti & TAV and 
20 mol/L-KOH teated TN samples. TEM image show the similar layer structure of the 
nanowires within same morphology. 

Microanalysis was analyzed by a transmission electron microscope (TEM: Philips, Model CM 
200-FEG) at 200 kV of the accelerated voltage of electron. Figure a shows the dark field TEM images 
of microstructure of the 10 mol/L-KOH treated Ti & TAV and 20 mol/L-KOH treated TN. Within the 
same morphology, the similar network structures made of elongated nanofibers were observed in 
these samples. This phenomenon correspond with the morphology change studied by SEM. The 
alloying species were observed in the 10 mol/L-KOH treated TAV and 20 mol/L-KOH treated TN 
samples, compared with the 10 mol/L-KOH treated Ti sample. The round mark on the TEM images 
indicates the alloying species. It is noteworthy that the obtained endproducts include the alloying 
species, resulting an open possibilities for various applications with the properties of alloying 
species. The atomic structures of the nanofiber is further investigated using HRTEM (Figure S1b). 
HRTEM images show that the obtained products are basically layer structure with a layer spacing of 
1.09 nm, respectively. It is reported that the structure of K-incorporated titanium oxide consist of 
layerstructures, which consist of Ti–O bonding layers linked by sharing edges and corners. K+ ions 
are located between the layers. Therefore, the layer structures are formed by connecting corners of the 
Ti–O bonding layers to link the layers together [1,2]. 
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